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Abstract

We propose a scheme of repeated generalized Bell state measurement (GBSM) for probabilistic
quantum teleportation of single qubit state of a particle (say, 0) using 3-qubit non-maximally
entangled (NME) GHZ state as a quantum channel. Alice keeps two qubits (say, 1 and 2) of the
3-qubit resource and the third qubit (say, 3) goes to Bob. Initially, Alice performs GBSM on
qubits 0 and 1 which may lead to either success or failure. On obtaining success, Alice performs
projective measurement on qubit 2 in the eigen basis of σx. Both these measurement outcomes are
communicated to Bob classically, which helps him to perform a suitable unitary transformation
on qubit 3 to recover the information state. On the other hand, if failure is obtained, the next
attempt of GBSM is performed on qubits 0 and 2. This process of repeating GBSM on alternate
pair of qubits may continue until perfect teleportation with unit fidelity is achieved. We have
obtained analytical expressions for success probability up to three repetitions of GBSM. The
success probability is shown to be a polynomial function of bipartite concurrence of the NME
resource. The variation of success probability with the bipartite concurrence has been plotted
which shows the convergence of success probability to unity with GBSM repetitions.

Keywords: Probabilistic quantum teleportation, 3-Qubit non-maximally entangled GHZ state,
Generalized Bell state measurement.

1 Introduction

Bennett et al. [1] proposed the scheme for quantum teleportation (QT) of quantum state of a two-level
system (one qubit of information) from a sender, Alice, to a distant receiver, Bob, using a 2-qubit
entangled state shared between Alice and Bob and a 2-bit classical communication channel. This
idea has been demonstrated experimentally by Bouwmeester et al. [2] using photon entangled pair.
Prakash et al. [3] suggested that for QT of a single qubit information state at least 2-qubit entangled
state resource is required. However, 3-qubit entangled state can also be used for this task. Karlsson
et al. [4] used a 3-qubit maximally entangled (ME) GHZ state to teleport a single qubit from sender,
Alice to the receiver, Bob with the consent of a third party, Charlie, without whom cooperation, the
information can not be teleported. This scheme is called controlled quantum teleportation (CQT).

Since, a ME state interacting with the environment tends to decohere [5] and reduce to non-
maximally entangled (NME) state [6], the study of QT with NME resource have practical importance.
Using ME resource (concurrence [7], C = 1) QT is perfect with unit fidelity and unit success
probability. However, for NME resource (C < 1), fidelity F < 1 is obtained (F = (2 + C)/3) [6].
Agrawal and Pati [8, 9] proposed a scheme of QT using NME resource with unit fidelity but less
than unit success probability, which is termed as probabilistic quantum teleportation (PQT). Wan
Li Li et al. [10] studied PQT using a generalized Bell basis and suggested that for maximum success
probability there should be entanglement matching between entangled resource and the generalized
Bell basis. In order to increase the success probability of PQT using NME resource, ample theoretical
studies has been proposed by many groups of authors [11–15].

Shi Biao [11] and Yang et al. [12] considered QT with a 3-qubit NME GHZ state as a resource
and used an ancilla along with a controlled rotation operation that ultimately results in PQT. The
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authors have suggested that if information a|0〉+ b|1〉 is teleported as ∼ aα|0〉+ bβ|1〉 (with α,β real,
and say, α < β), controlled rotation represented by unitary operator

U = |0〉〈0|(|0〉〈0|+ |1〉〈1|) + |1〉〈1|[cos η(|0〉〈0|+ |1〉〈1|) + sin η(|0〉〈1| − |1〉〈0|)] (1)

where, cos η = α/β, on the teleported particle (say 1), and an ancilla (say 2) initially in state |0〉 results

in the state ∼ α(a|0〉+ b|1〉)1|0〉2 +
√
β2 − α2b|1〉1|1〉2 resulting in PQT. Nie et al. [13] gave a scheme

of controlled PQT using a four qubit cluster state. In this scheme Alice performs BSM and the result
is communicated to the controller, Charlie, who then performs GBSM on his pair of particles. With
the help of GBSM outcomes of Alice and Charlie, Bob performs an appropriate composite unitary
transformation on an auxiliary qubit and his qubit to recreate the information state. Probabilistic
CQT using cluster type state has been proposed by Feng Xu et al. [14], where both the sender and the
controller perform BSM on their respective particles and communicate the measurement outcomes to
a receiver. The receiver introduces an auxiliary particle and makes appropriate unitary operations to
recover the original state with certain probability. Gao Ting et al. [15] proposed a scheme of CQT
using an entangled state other than the GHZ state, in which first Charlie measures his particles in
{|0〉, |1〉} basis and sends the measurement result to Alice and Bob through some classical channel.
Alice then performs BSM on her two particles (the unknown particle and shared entangled particle)
and sends the measurement outcomes to Bob, who performs a unitary operation (depending on both
Alice’s and Charlie’s measurement results) on his particle and retrieves the original state.

The QT utilising W state [16–18] has also been possible with a success probability upto 2/3. It has
also been investigated using entangled coherent states [5,19–23]. Mishra and Prakash [21] devised an
approach that used entangled coherent states to achieve perfect QT with as high success as required
by performing repeated BSM. Recently, Pandey et al. proposed a scheme of obtaining high success
standard quantum teleportation of information encoded in phase opposite coherent states by using
resonant two-level atoms in a cavity [24]. Javed et al. [25] proposed a scheme of repeated GBSM
on the collapsed state to transmit a single qubit using a 2-qubit NME state as a resource. One of
the drawback in this scheme is that after performing GBSM, Alice needs to send the particle to Bob
allowing him to perform required unitary operation on this qubit to obtain the information state. The
transmission of qubit over a quantum channel not only introduces noise to the information state but
it also makes the information transfer delayed. In order to circumvent these issues our present scheme
uses a 3-qubit NME GHZ state for QT of a single qubit from Alice to Bob, where the entangled state
is priorly shared between Alice and Bob.

2 PQT via 3-qubit NME GHZ state

In this scheme, beside the information state, Alice keeps two particles of the 3-qubit NME resource
and the third particle of the entangled state belongs to Bob. The schematic diagram of the proposed
scheme is shown in Fig.1. Initially, Alice performs GBSM on the pair of particles consisting of the
information state and one of the shared entangled particles. On indicating success, she measures the
state of the remaining particle in the eigen basis of σx. She sends her measurement outcomes to Bob
through a classical channel. Depending upon the classical input obtained from Alice, Bob performs a
suitable unitary operation on his qubit to recover the information state. However, if GBSM indicates
failure then Alice may perform next attempt of repeated GBSM. This time the GBSM carried out on
the information qubit and the qubit other than the one used in the last GBSM. The process of GBSM
repetitions may be continued until perfect QT with unit fidelity is obtained. Let Alice has a particle
(say, 0) in quantum state

|I〉0 = a|0〉0 + b|1〉0 (2)

where coefficients a and b are unknown to Alice and satisfy the normalization condition, |a|2+ |b|2 = 1.
Suppose, she wish to teleport it to a distant receiver, Bob. To accomplish this task, we consider a
3-qubit NME GHZ state,

|E〉123 = cosχ|000〉123 + sinχ|111〉123 (3)
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the proposed scheme for PQT of a single qubit using 3-qubit NME
GHZ state |E〉123. Alice has information qubit (0) and two qubits (1,2) of the 3-qubit NME resource
state. Alice makes generalized Bell state measurement (GBSM) on particles 0 and 1. On indicating
success she makes von Neumann measurement (VNM) on particle 2 in {|+〉, |−〉} basis given by Eq.
(6) and send 3-c bit message to Bob. Bob makes a suitable unitary transformation (UT) on his qubit
3 to complete the teleportation. On indicating failure, first repeated GBSM may be performed on
particles 0 and 2. If success is obtained in this attempt Alice makes VNM on 1 and send the outcomes
to Bob, which completes teleportation. If, however, failure is obtained in this attempt also, the second
attempt of repeated GBSM may be done. This process of GBSM repetitions on alternate pairs of qubits
may continued until perfect teleportation with unit fidelity is attained.

with χ ε [0, π/4], having bipartite entanglement with concurrence C = sin 2χ. Let Alice possesses
particles 1 and 2 while particle 3 goes to Bob. We can write the composite state of particles 0, 1, 2
and 3 as,

|ψ〉0123 = (a|0〉+ b|1〉)0(cosχ|000〉+ sinχ|111〉)123
= a cosχ|0000〉0123 + a sinχ|0111〉0123

+b cosχ|1000〉0123 + b sinχ|1111〉0123. (4)

The set of complete generalized Bell basis is given by;

|B(r,0)〉 = Nr[cosr χ|00〉+ sinr χ|11〉] (5a)

|B(r,1)〉 = Nr[sinr χ|00〉 − cosr χ|11〉] (5b)

|B(r,2)〉 = Nr[cosr χ|01〉+ sinr χ|10〉] (5c)

|B(r,3)〉 = Nr[sinr χ|01〉 − cosr χ|10〉] (5d)

where, Nr = [cos2r χ + sin2r χ]−1/2. Also, the von Neumann measurement (VNM) bases written in
computational basis and generalized basis respectively are given by,

|±〉 =
1√
2

[|0〉 ± |1〉], (6)

|C(r,0)〉 = Nr[cosr χ|0〉+ sinr χ|1〉] (7a)

|C(r,1)〉 = Nr[sinr χ|0〉 − cosr χ|1〉]. (7b)
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The possible bipartite states and the corresponding Bob’s unitary transformation, which will lead to
successful Alice’s GBSM are given as;

a|00〉+ b|11〉 =
1√
2

[|+〉|I〉+ |−〉σz|I〉] (8a)

a|00〉 − b|11〉 =
1√
2

[|+〉σz|I〉+ |−〉|I〉] (8b)

a|11〉+ b|00〉 =
1√
2

[|+〉σx|I〉+ |−〉σzσx|I〉] (8c)

a|11〉 − b|00〉 =
1√
2

[|+〉σzσx|I〉 − |−〉σx|I〉] (8d)

a|01〉+ b|10〉 =
1√
2

[|+〉σx|I〉+ |−〉σzσx|I〉] (8e)

a|01〉 − b|10〉 =
1√
2

[|+〉σzσx|I〉 − |−〉σx|I〉] (8f)

a|10〉+ b|01〉 =
1√
2

[|+〉|I〉 − |−〉σz|I〉] (8g)

a|10〉 − b|01〉 =
1√
2

[|+〉σz|I〉 − |−〉σz|I〉]. (8h)

This simply implies that on performing GBSM, if one of the above bipartite states is obtained then
Alice makes a von Neumann measurement on her remaining shared entangled particle, in the eigen
basis of σx. This will collapses the bipartite state to either |I〉 or one of the three states σz|I〉, σx|I〉,
σxσz|I〉. Alice communicates both her measurement outcomes, which will help Bob to perform a
suitable unitary transformation on his particle to recover the information state with unit fidelity.

2.1 Original GBSM

Initially, Alice performs GBSM in the orthonormal generalized Bell basis, |B(1,0)〉, |B(1,1)〉, |B(1,2)〉,
|B(1,3)〉 on particles 0 and 1. We express Eq.(4) in this basis and write the input state as,

|ψ〉0123 = |B(1,0)〉01[a cos2 χ|00〉+ b sin2 χ|11〉]23
+|B(1,1)〉01 cosχ sinχ[a|00〉 − b|11〉]23
+|B(1,2)〉01 cosχ sinχ[a|11〉+ b|00〉]23
+|B(1,3)〉01[a sin2 χ|11〉 − b cos2 χ|00〉]23. (9)

The four possible GBSM outcomes |B(1,0)〉, |B(1,1)〉, |B(1,2)〉, |B(1,3)〉 occurs with corresponding
probability,

P0 = |a|2 cos4 χ+ |b|2 sin4 χ

P1 = P2 = sin2 χ cos2 χ

P3 = |a|2 sin4 χ+ |b|2 cos4 χ (10)

respectively.
It is clear that GBSM outcomes |B(1,1)〉 and |B(1,2)〉 lead to success. For these cases, Alice measures
particle 2 with her in the basis given by Eq.(6) and communicate the result to Bob. On the other
hand, GBSM results |B(1,0)〉 and |B(1,3)〉 will lead to failure, and Alice go for next attempt of GBSM
to improve the success probability.
The total success probability in the original GBSM is given by

P (0)
success = 2 sin2 χ cos2 χ = C2/2 (11)

which is obviously less than unity for NME state (i.e. for C < 1).
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2.2 First Repeated GBSM

For cases leading to failure, the collapsed states of original GBSM are |ψ(0)〉 and |ψ(3)〉 corresponding
to the GBSM results |B(1,0)〉 and |B(1,3)〉 respectively, where,

|ψ(0)〉0123 = |B(1,0)〉01[a cos2 χ|00〉+ b sin2 χ|11〉]23
= [a cos3 χ|0000〉+ b sin3 χ|1111〉]0123

+ cosχ sinχ(b sinχ|0011〉+ a cosχ|1100〉)0123 (12)

and

|ψ(3)〉0123 = |B(1,3)〉01[a sin2 χ|11〉 − b cos2 χ|00〉]23
= [a sin3 χ|0111〉+ b cos3 χ|1000〉]0123
− cosχ sinχ(b cosχ|0100〉+ a sinχ|1011〉)0123. (13)

We consider both these cases of failure separately to find out the total success probability that can
be obtained when Alice performs the first repeated GBSM on particles 0 and 2.

Case-(1) For the collapsed state |ψ(0)〉, Alice makes GBSM on particles 0 and 2 in the orthonormal
basis |B(3,0)〉, |B(3,1)〉, |B(1,2)〉, |B(1,3)〉. We expand |ψ(0)〉 in this basis to obtain

|ψ(0)〉0123 = |B(3,0)〉02N3[a cos6 χ|00〉+ b sin6 χ|11〉]13
+|B(3,1)〉02N3 cos3 χ sin3 χ[a|00〉 − b|11〉]13
+|B(1,2)〉02 cos3 χ sin3 χ[a|10〉+ b|01〉]13
+|B(1,3)〉02 cosχ sinχ[b sin2 χ|01〉 − a cos2 χ|10〉]13. (14)

The four possible GBSM outcomes |B(3,0)〉, |B(3,1)〉, |B(1,2)〉, |B(1,3)〉 occurs with corresponding
probability,

P00 = N2
3 (|a|2 cos12 χ+ |b|2 sin12 χ),

P01 = N2
3 cos6 χ sin6 χ

P02 = cos4 χ sin4 χ

P03 = cos2 χ sin2 χ(|a|2 cos4 χ+ |b|2 sin4 χ). (15)

Clearly, the GBSM results |B(3,1)〉 and |B(1,2)〉 lead to success while GBSM result |B(3,0)〉 or |B(1,3)〉
gives failure. For the case when failure is obtained, Alice performs next repeated GBSM on particles
0 and 1.
The increment in the success probability after first repeated GBSM on |ψ(0)〉 is given by,

P01 + P02 =
cos6χ sin6 χ

cos6χ+ sin6 χ
+ cos4χ sin4 χ. (16)

Case-(2) For the collapsed state |ψ(3)〉, for perfect QT, Alice performs GBSM on particles 0 and 2
in the Bell basis |B(1,0)〉, |B(1,1)〉, |B(3,2)〉, |B(3,3)〉. We expand |ψ(3)〉 in this basis as,

|ψ(3)〉0123 = |B(1,0)〉02 cosχ sinχ[a sin2 χ|01〉+ b cos2 χ|10〉]13
+|B(1,1)〉02 cos2 χ sin2 χ[−a|01〉+ b|10〉]13
+|B(3,2)〉02N3 cos3 χ sin3 χ[a|11〉+ b|00〉]13
+|B(3,3)〉02N3[a sin6 χ|11〉 − b cos6 χ|00〉]13. (17)
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The four possible GBSM outcomes |B(1,0)〉, |B(1,1)〉, |B(3,2)〉, |B(3,3)〉 occurs with corresponding
probability,

P30 = cos2 χ sin2 χ(|a|2 sin4 χ+ |b|2 cos4 χ)

P31 = cos4 χ sin4 χ

P32 = N2
3 cos6 χ sin6 χ

P33 = N2
3 (|a|2 cos12 χ+ |b|2 sin12 χ) (18)

respectively.
It is clear that the GBSM results |B(1,1)〉 and |B(3,2)〉 lead to success while GBSM results |B(1,0)〉 and
|B(3,3)〉 give failure. For the latter case, Alice repeats GBSM.
The additional installment of success probability after first repeated GBSM on |ψ(0)〉 is given by,

P31 + P32 =
cos6χ sin6 χ

cos6χ+ sin6 χ
+ cos4χ sin4 χ. (19)

It is evident that the total success probability increases on performing first repeated GBSM on the
collapsed state. The overall success probability after the first repeated GBSM is given by,

P(1)
success = P(0)

success + P01 + P02 + P31 + P32

=
2cos6χ sin6 χ

cos6χ+ sin6 χ
+ 2cos4χ sin4 χ+ 2cos2χ sin2 χ

= P(0)
success +

C4

8
+

C6

8(4− 3C2)
. (20)

2.3 Second Repeated GBSM

Only four out of eight mutually exclusive GBSM outcomes were successful in the first repeated attempt.
The rest of the cases lead to failure, prompting a second repeated attempt of GBSM on particles 0
and 1. The two failure cases of first repeated GBSM on |ψ(0)〉 are |ψ(00)〉 and |ψ(03)〉 corresponding
to the GBSM results |B(3,0)〉 and |B(1,3)〉, respectively, where

|ψ(00)〉0123 = |B(3,0)〉02N2
3 [a cos6 χ|00〉+ b sin6 χ|11〉]13

= N2
3 [a cos9 χ|0000〉+ b sin9 χ|1111〉]0123

+N2
3 cos3 χ sin3 χ(a cos3 χ|1010〉+ b sin3 χ|0101〉)0123, (21)

|ψ(03)〉0123 = |B(1,3)〉02 cosχ sinχ[b sin2 χ|01〉 − a cos2 χ|10〉]13
= cosχ sinχ[a cos3 χ|1100〉+ b sin3 χ|0011〉]0123
− cos2 χ sin2 χ(a cosχ|0110〉+ b sinχ|1001〉)0123. (22)

Similarly, the two failure cases of first repeated GBSM on |ψ(3)〉 are |ψ(30)〉 and |ψ(33)〉 corresponding
to the GBSM results |B(1,0)〉 and |B(3,3)〉 respectively, where,

|ψ(30)〉0123 = |B(1,0)〉02 cosχ sinχ[a sin2 χ|01〉+ b cos2 χ|10〉]13
= cosχ sinχ[a sin3 χ|1011〉+ b cos3 χ|0100〉]0123

+ cos2 χ sin2 χ(a sinχ|0001〉+ b cosχ|1110〉)0123, (23)

|ψ(33)〉0123 = |B(3,3)〉02N2
3 [a sin6 χ|11〉 − b cos6 χ|00〉]13

= N2
3 [a sin9 χ|0111〉+ b cos9 χ|1000〉]0123
−N2

3 cos3 χ sin3 χ(a sin3 χ|1101〉+ b cos3 χ|0010〉)0123. (24)

The choice of Bell bases, possible GBSM outcomes and the corresponding probability of occurrence
for each of the above four cases are summarized in Table 1, which clearly shows that,
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Table 1: Alice GBSM result in second repeated GBSM on particles 0 and 1

Input state GBSM Unnormalized state of qubits 2 and 3 Probability
Pijk for |ψ(ij)〉 and |B(r,k)〉

Fidelity

|ψ(00)〉 |B(9,0)〉 N2
3N9[a cos18 χ|00〉+ b sin18 χ|11〉]23 N4

3N
2
9 [|a|2 cos36 χ+ |b|2 sin36 χ] 6= 1

|B(9,1)〉 N2
3N9 cos9 χ sin9 χ[a|00〉 − b|11〉]23 N4

3N
2
9 [cos18 χ sin18 χ] 1

|B(3,2)〉 N3
3 cos6 χ sin6 χ[a|10〉+ b|01〉]23 N6

3 [cos12 χ sin12 χ] 1
|B(3,3)〉 N3

3 cos3 χ sin3 χ[−a cos6 χ|10〉+ b sin6 χ|01〉]23 N6
3 cos6 χ sin6 χ[|a|2 cos12 χ+ |b|2 sin12 χ] 6= 1

|ψ(03)〉 |B(3,0)〉 N3 cos4 χ sin4 χ[a|00〉+ b|11〉]23 N2
3 [cos8 χ sin8 χ] 1

|B(3,1)〉 N3 cosχ sinχ[−a cos6 χ|00〉+ b sin6 χ|11〉]23 N2
3 cos2 χ sin2 χ[|a|2 cos12 χ+ |b|2 sin12 χ] 6= 1

|B(1,2)〉 cos2 χ sin2 χ[a cos2 χ|10〉+ b sin2 χ|01〉]23 cos4 χ sin4 χ[|a|2 cos4 χ+ |b|2 sin4 χ] 6= 1
|B(1,3)〉 cos3 χ sin3 χ[a|10〉 − b|01〉]23 cos6 χ sin6 χ 1

|ψ(30)〉 |B(1,0)〉 cos3 χ sin3 χ[a|01〉+ b|10〉]23 cos6 χ sin6 χ 1
|B(1,1)〉 cos2 χ sin2 χ[a sin2 χ|01〉 − b cos2 χ|10〉]23 cos4 χ sin4 χ[|a|2 sin4 χ+ |b|2 cos4 χ] 6= 1
|B(3,2)〉 N3 cosχ sinχ[b cos6 χ|00〉+ a sin6 χ|11〉]23 N2

3 cos2 χ sin2 χ[|a|2 sin12 χ+ |b|2 cos12 χ] 6= 1
|B(3,3)〉 N3 cos4 χ sin4 χ[b|00〉 − a|11〉]23 N2

3 cos8 χ sin8 χ 1

|ψ(33)〉 |B(3,0)〉 N3
3 cos3 χ sin3 χ[a sin6 χ|01〉+ b cos6 χ|10〉]23 N6

3 cos6 χ sin6 χ[|a|2 sin12 χ+ |b|2 cos12 χ] 6= 1
|B(3,1)〉 N3

3 cos6 χ sin6 χ[a|01〉 − b|10〉]23 N6
3 [cos12 χ sin12 χ] 1

|B(9,2)〉 N2
3N9 cos9 χ sin9 χ[a|11〉+ b|00〉]23 N4

3N
2
9 [cos18 χ sin18 χ] 1

|B(9,3)〉 N2
3N9[a sin18 χ|11〉 − b cos18 χ|00〉]23 N4

3N
2
9 [|a|2 sin36 χ+ |b|2 cos36 χ] 6= 1

(1) For the collapsed state |ψ(00)〉, Alice performs GBSM in the orthonormal generalized Bell basis,
|B(9,0)〉, |B(9,1)〉, |B(3,2)〉, |B(3,3)〉. QT is successful for the GBSM result |B(9,1)〉 or |B(3,2)〉 whereas
for the GBSM outcome |B(9,0)〉 or |B(3,3)〉 failure is indicated. The additional success probability due
to the second repeated GBSM on |ψ(00)〉 is P001 + P002.

(2) For the collapsed state |ψ(03)〉0123, Alice chooses the orthonormal generalized Bell basis as |B(3,0)〉,
|B(3,1)〉, |B(1,2)〉, |B(1,3)〉 and performs second repeated GBSM. We see that QT is successful for the
GBSM result |B(3,0)〉 or |B(1,3)〉, whereas for GBSM outcome |B(3,1)〉 or |B(1,2)〉 failure is obtained.
The additional success probability due to the second repeated GBSM on |ψ(03)〉 is P030 + P033.

(3) For the collapsed state |ψ(30)〉0123, Alice makes GBSM in the orthonormal generalized Bell basis,
|B(1,0)〉, |B(1,1)〉, |B(3,2)〉, |B(3,3)〉. For this case, QT is successful for the GBSM result |B(1,0)〉
or |B(3,3)〉, whereas for the GBSM outcome |B(1,1)〉 or |B(3,2)〉 failure is obtained. The additional
success probability due to this second repeated GBSM on |ψ(30)〉 is P300 + P303.

(4) For the collapsed state |ψ(33)〉0123, Alice chooses the orthonormal generalized Bell basis, |B(3,0)〉,
|B(3,1)〉, |B(9,2)〉, |B(9,3)〉 and performs second repeated GBSM. QT is successful for the GBSM result
|B(3,1)〉 or |B(9,2)〉, whereas for the GBSM result |B(3,0)〉 or |B(9,3)〉 failure is obtained. Therefore, the
additional success due to this second repeated GBSM on |ψ(33)〉 is P331 + P332.

Therefore, the total success probability at the end of second repeated GBSM is given by,

P(2)
success = P(1)

success + P001 + P002 + P030 + P033 + P300 + P303 + P331 + P332. (25)

On substituting the values from Table 1 and putting, sin 2χ = C, we get,

P(2)
success = P(1)

success +
C6

32
+

C8

32(4− 3C2)
+

C12

32(4− 3C2)3
+

C18

32(4− 3C2)3[4(4− 3C2)2 − 3C6]
. (26)

2.4 Third Repeated GBSM

A failure obtained in the second attempt shall demand for a third repeated attempt of GBSM. This will
involve eight cases of failure that are obtained in the second attempt of GBSM. Following the procedure
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as before, i.e., choosing a suitable generalized Bell basis for performing GBSM, and calculating success
probability for each cases and adding them will lead to total success probability at the end of this
attempt as,

P(3)
Success = P(2)

success +
C8

128
+

C10

128(4− 3C2)
+

C14

128(4− 3C2)3
+

C18

128(4− 3C2)5

+
C54

128(4− 3C2)5[4(4− 3C2)2 − 3C6]3[4(4− 3C2)2((4− 3C2)2 − C6)2 − C18]

+
C24

128(4− 3C2)5[4(4− 3C2)2 − 3C6]
+

C36

128(4− 3C2)5[4(4− 3C2)2 − 3C6]3

+
C20

128(4− 3C2)3[4(4− 3C2)2 − 3C6]
(27)

3 Results and Discussions

The variation of success probability with the bipartite concurrence of the 3-qubit NME GHZ resource
state has been plotted in Fig. 2a. It is evident that for NME resource which have nearly unit bipartite
concurrence (i.e. C ≈ 1) the success probability increases with number of GBSM repetitions. The
net increase in the success probability in going from n to n+1 repetition, however, decreases as n
increases.

Theoretically, the process of repeating GBSM on alternate pairs of qubits may be continued until
perfect QT with unit fidelity is achieved. However, in a more realistic scenario, the number of GBSM
repetitions may be limited to, (say) n. Let us consider a situation where after performing GBSM n
times, failure is obtained, and Alice wish to send the information to Bob. In that case, Alice has two
options: either she measures her single (remaining) particle (1) in the eigen basis of σx, or (2) in a
suitably chosen generalized VNM basis given by Eq.(7). It is seen that for the latter case, the success
probability can be further improved. The improved success probability up to the second repeated
GBSM have been plotted with respect to the bipartite concurrence in Fig. 2b. Also the variation
of maximal average fidelity (MAF) with respect to the bipartite concurrence for both these cases,
has been shown in Fig. 3. We see that in both the above cases, although, MAF is decreasing with
an increase in the GBSM repetitions, for the latter case i.e. for the generalized VNM by Alice, the
success probability can be further improved.
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Figure 2: Variation of success probability with the bipartite concurrence of the 3-qubit NME GHZ
state, (a) with continuation of repeated GBSM (b) with suitably chosen VNM in final attempt.
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Figure 3: Variation of maximal average fidelity with the bipartite concurrence of the 3-qubit NME
GHZ state, (a) with VNM in final attempt (b) with a suitbly chosen VNM in final attempt.

4 Conclusions

It is worthwhile to compare our present scheme with the previous scheme of Javed et al. [25] for
transmission of a single qubit using a 2-qubit NME resource. Javed et al. [25] scheme has two major
drawbacks: Firstly, the transmission of information state from Alice to Bob is delayed, since, after
performing GBSM Alice has to send the particle and a 2 c-bit message to Bob. Secondly, the quantum
channel used by Alice to transmit the particle to Bob will inevitably introduce losses in the information
state, thereby, reducing the fidelity of teleportation.

Our present scheme is capable of circumventing both these issues. Apart from initially distributing
the 3-qubit NME resource, no further need arises to send the qubit over a quantum channel. Thus,
the scheme is essentially a PQT. This apparently solves both the issues viz. the delayed information
transmission and the information loss due to interaction with the transmission channel. In our scheme,
Alice performs GBSM collectively on the information state and one of her qubits of the NME resource.
On indicating success, she performs a projective measurement on her remaining qubit (apart from the
one used in last GBSM) in the eigen basis of σx and communicates both of her measurement results
to Bob through a classical channel. This helps Bob to reconstruct the information state and complete
the teleportation. Therefore, our present scheme of PQT is more obvious and experimentally feasible
compared to the one reported in [25].
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